
What makes a portrait stunning? Light. It’s as simple as that. There 

are endless possibilities when it comes to light. We can use natural, ambient, auxilary, 

and even reflectors. Reflectors are a photographer’s best friend, or at least their mine.  

Step 1: Finding a reflector. It’s like buying a car. You need to scope out the options before you buy. There are many 
different options, round, oval, square, small, big, huge, etc. Whichever reflector you choose, try to find an all in one. This 
means you can have a gold, silver, black, or white reflector. 

Step 2: Determining  the color of reflector  to use is the next step. Depending on your subject and the lighting situ-
ation, you may want to use the gold or silve, white or black. This is a situational step, it’s all dependent upon which look 
you are wanting to create.

Step 5: Snap a shot. Your camera does a pretty good job at showing you exatly where the light is hitting. Sometimes, 
especially with the white reflector , your camera will catch things that your eye will just automatically adjust to.

Step 6: Watch for catchlights. Our eyes are great reflectors. Watch for where the reflected light hits in the eyes. This 
allows the subects eyes to really pop.

Step 7: Experiment. Not every situation will be the same. Find windows or doorways to add another source of light into 
the equations. Look for backlighting situations, find a nice placement to create a glow around your subjects hair (hair light) 
the throw in a reflector to add some light to your subjestcs face.

Step 3: Now, determine what kind of light source you would like your 
reflector to be. If you would like to use it for a main source of light in a low light situation, use the silver or gold side. It 
creates a much brighter source of light and should be placed farther away from your subject. If a person would like to use 
the reflector as a fill light using the white reflector closer to your subject can just simply fill in the shadows.

Step 4: Find where the light is going to hit your reflector best. The easiest way is to find the light and tilt your reflector up 
and down until it’s where you would like it to be hitting your subject.
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Websites I used for inspiration:
http://digital-photography-school.com/reflectors-se-
cret-weapon-amazing-portrait-photography/
https://photographylife.com/how-to-use-a-reflector


